
LUXURY FIREPLACES



Designed and manufactured in New Zealand, Escea 

combines cutting edge contemporary design, high energy 

efficiency and innovative technology to create a range of 

world-class luxury fireplaces for use indoors or out.

“Excellence in design coupled with a focus 

on energy efficiency ensures your new 

Escea fireplace will become the focal 

point of your home. The atmosphere 

created will make your living space the 

envy of all those who share in its warmth 

and style; you will congratulate yourself 

daily for choosing an Escea fireplace.”

Nigel Bamford

CEO, Escea

Intelligent Simplicity



SEE-THROUGH FRAMELESS (DX1500)
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Exceptional homes demand exceptional features. No home 

is complete without the luxurious warmth and soothing 

ambience of a stylish yet environmentally friendly fireplace 

in the living space or outdoor entertainment area.

Because a fireplace will always be the centre of attention, 

it should be beautiful, efficient and easy to use. Escea 

fireplaces combine innovative contemporary design 

with quality of the highest magnitude.

Escea fireplaces can be installed just about anywhere. 

Their zero clearance approvals allow them to be built 

directly into timber and plasterboard false chimney 

breasts or existing masonry chimneys. Unlike many 

other fireplaces on the market, wall construction with 

expensive heat-resistant materials is unnecessary. 

Escea indoor fireplaces are approved to be sited 

directly below a wall-mounted TV screen, allowing 

enjoyment of the fire and TV at the same time, while 

offering intriguing design opportunities.

Simply Exceptional



METALLIC SILVER VELO (IB1100)
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eco escea 
 TREE PLANTING PROGRAM

Eco-friendly Comfort

Not only does Escea design and produce fireplaces with 

energy efficiency and environmental impact in mind, but 

a tree is also planted for every fireplace produced.

For every fireplace built a tree is planted.
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SATIN BLACK VELO (DL850)



Handcrafted Perfection

Designed and manufactured in New Zealand Escea’s 

dedicated team take great pride in finishing fireplaces 

to the high standard for which they have become 

renowned, both here and around the world.

Every single fireplace that leaves the Escea factory 

receives the same care and attention as if it were the first.
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BLACK GRANITE VERTA (EF5000)



Create your perfect fireplace

THE ENGINE

Defines size, heat output, 

flue options and control 

system to match your needs 

for indoor or outdoor use.  

THE FUEL BED

Creates a base for dancing flames 

and is the heart of the fireplace. 

From the charm of traditional 

wood to the purity of modern 

glass crystals it can be matched 

to your décor style. 

By combining the interchangeable heating, size 

and visual elements of an Escea fireplace you 

are able to create the perfect solution.

THE FASCIA

Governs how the fireplace integrates 

with your room while at the same time 

focusing your attention to the flames.

160
COMBINATIONS
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Choosing 
your look 
first
EXAMPLE

1. FASCIA

Velo
2 Colours Available

4 Engines Available

2. ENGINE

DL850
3 Fuel Beds Available

3. FUEL BED

Crystalight
4 Colours Available

Choosing 
by size & 
heat first
EXAMPLE

1. ENGINE 2. FASCIA

DL850
3 Fascias Available

Quadrato
2 Colours Available

5 Fuel Beds Available

3. FUEL BED

Coals
3 Colours Available



Velo
PICTURE FRAME FASCIAS

The Velo bevelled look creates a picture frame, drawing one’s 
eyes to the flames whilst at the same time maintaining a 
minimalist look. The fascia subtly protrudes from the wall and can 
be installed floating on the wall or optionally sitting on a hearth. 

The Velo fascia is a frame within a frame, creating a 

minimalist look, thanks to clean straight lines.

VELO FASCIAS ARE AVAILABLE WITH:

  DX1500 DL850 IB1100  IB850 
  Indoor Indoor Indoor Indoor 
  Fireplace Fireplace Fireplace Fireplace

Metallic Silver 3 Sided  No No Yes Yes 
 4 Sided No Yes Yes Yes

 Single Framed Velo Yes No No No

Satin Black 3 Sided  No No Yes Yes

 4 Sided No Yes Yes Yes

 Single Framed Velo Yes No No No

FInIshes

Metallic Silver

Satin Black

3 Sided Velo

4 Sided Velo

FRAMes

Single Framed Velo
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Rado
INSET FASCIAS

Fitting the fireplace directly into its 
surrounding allows you to exercise 
your creativity and select exotic wall 
materials, from traditional Italian marble 
or old English oak to the more modern 
corrugated iron, concrete or glass.

The Rado fascia fits right into your 

surround giving a flush (or recessed) 

minimalist profile. 

RADO FASCIAS ARE AVAILABLE WITH:

 DL850 IB1100  IB850 
 Indoor Fireplace  Indoor Fireplace Indoor Fireplace

Metallic Silver Yes Yes Yes

Satin Black Yes Yes Yes

FInIshes

Satin Black

Metallic Silver

SATIN BLACK RADO (IB1100)



Quadrato
SQUARED FASCIAS

Sitting out from the wall, this fascia appears 
to float, with strong clear edges. Sharp 
lines provide a strong and graphic design 
feature as the focal point of the room. 

The Quadrato fascia resembles a 

solid double picture frame, making 

a strong impression with its square 

geometric shape.

FInIshes

Satin Black

Metallic Silver

QUADRATO FASCIAS ARE AVAILABLE WITH:

 DL850 IB1100  IB850 
 Indoor Fireplace  Indoor Fireplace Indoor Fireplace

Metallic Silver Yes Yes Yes

Satin Black Yes Yes Yes

METALLIC SILVER QUADRATO (IB850)
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Frameless
ABSOLUTE MINIMALIST DESIGN

Eliminating the frame leads the eye straight 
towards the flames, turning the entire wall 
surrounding the fireplace into an attention 
grabbing feature of the room.

The frameless option gives you the freedom 
to choose a look for the fireplace that is truly 
unique. With Escea you have this choice for 
both the ultra-wide indoor gas fireplace and 
the outdoor cooking fire.

When the wall surrounding a fireplace is itself a 

work of art, no additional adornment is needed, 

making the frameless option a perfect choice.

FRAMELESS LOOK IS AVAILABLE WITH:

 DX1500 eW5000   
 Indoor Fireplace  Outdoor Cooking Fire

Frameless Yes Yes

FRAMELESS (DX1500)



See-Through
THROUGH THE WALL DOUBLE SIDED FIREPLACE

If you can tear your eyes away from the 
flames dancing over the delicately modern 
Crystalight fuel bed, you can see through 
the flames into the other room.

You can choose to place the DX1500 
fireplace within the wall without any frame 
or use either of the two minimalistic single-
framed Velo fronts.

One fireplace that faces two adjoining rooms 

adds more charm, light and warmth to both, while 

giving the effect of turning two rooms into one. 

SEE-THROUGH LOOK IS AVAILABLE ONLY WITH DX1500.

SEE-THROUGH   
METALLIC SILVER VELO (DX1500)
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FInIshes

Metallic Silver
Single Framed 
Velo

Frameless

15

Satin Black
Single Framed 
Velo



Ferro
STEEL FASCIAS

The striking, clean lines of the Ferro front 
couple with a stunning stainless steel surface 
which reflects the colours, textures and 
shapes from the surrounding area. For those 
who prefer a more subtle effect the satin 
black Ferro fascia is a popular option.

FERRO FASCIAS ARE AVAILABLE WITH:

 eF5000 eW5000
 Outdoor Fireplace Outdoor Cooking Fire 

Satin Black Yes No

Stainless Steel Yes Yes

FInIshes

The Ferro range of fascias stylishly frames 

the gas or wood flames in any outdoor area.
Satin Black

Stainless Steel
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Verta
STAINLESS STEEL FASCIAS WITH INSERTS

The range of attractive inserts available from 
Escea include natural stone – granite or 
travertine. You are not limited to these looks 
however as you can supply your own inserts 
to perfectly match your outdoor décor.

*Stone inserts are natural materials that may vary in 
appearance from these illustrations.

VERTA FASCIAS ARE AVAILABLE WITH:

 eF5000 
 Outdoor Fireplace

Black Granite* Yes

Cream Travertine* Yes

User supplied** Yes

The high grade stainless steel Verta fascia comes with a variety 

of inserts that create a wonderfully personalised effect.

FInIshes

Black Granite

Cream Travertine

**Certain material restrictions apply. See technical 
specifications on the Escea website for details.
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CREAM TRAVERTINE VERTA (EF5000)



Indoor
Flames

We all love the comforting, mesmerising effect that flames 

bring to our rooms. The ambience and wellbeing created 

by the sight of flames and glowing fuel bed cannot be 

overestimated. 

Escea gas fireplaces offer an impressive display of flames, even when 

turned down low. Because we each have our own individual preferences, 

Escea offers a large range of fuel beds to choose from.

PEBBLES

Black Pebbles

White Pebbles

New Zealand River Pebbles

White or black pebbles are great for creating contrasts in your 

décor while river rocks stress an appreciation of the great  

New Zealand outdoors and presents a softer, more natural feel.

AVAILABLE WITH

 DX1500 DL850  IB1100 IB850 

Pebbles No Yes Yes Yes 

Crystalight Yes Yes No No 

Wood – Birch Yes Yes No No 

Wood – Driftwood Yes Yes No No 

Wood – Logs No Yes Yes Yes 

Reflective Panels Yes Yes Yes Yes 

ReFLeCTIVe PAneLs

These reflective side panels create the 

illusion of width and provide stunning 

reflection of the dancing flames and 

fuel bed.



Logs

CRYSTALIGHT

Transparent Crystalight Black Crystalight
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Royal Blue Crystalight

Like precious stones, this fuel effect creates a high end, modern 

look, magically reflecting moving flames from many facets. 

Available in Transparent, Royal Blue, Black and White. 

WOOD

Birch on Black Base

Burning wood is still the favourite for many, recreating the look of 

the traditional open fireplace. 

White Crystalight

Driftwood on White Base



Outdoor
Flames

For centuries an outdoor fireplace has 

provided us with a warm and comforting 

setting for enjoying meals and companionship.

Just like the indoor fireplaces Escea offers a great choice 

of fuel beds for the outdoors. 

PEBBLES

Black Pebbles with Black Stones

White Pebbles with White Stones

New Zealand River Pebbles

Black or white pebbles present a strong look while the  

New Zealand river rocks blends in to create a softer more 

natural feel.

 

AVAILABLE WITH EF5000



BLACK GRANITE VERTA (EF5000)
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Indoor 
Gas 
Fireplaces
Combine your favourite 

fascia and fuel bed 

with the most suitable 

fireplace for your home.

Setting new standards in gas fireplaces, the Escea 

DX1500 combines a 1500mm width flame, up to 4.3 

Star efficiency, Heat Ducting Technology and Escea’s 

exclusive Smart Heat control system to create the most 

sophisticated ultra wide fireplace on the market.

DX1500
HIGH EFFICIENCY FIREPLACES (GAS)

Just the shear width of the flame pattern creates an impressive, 

dramatic statement that looks great single sided; but looks even 

more spectacular with Escea’s double sided see-through option.  

The DX1500 captures up to 90% of the available heat and 

returns it back into the room via Escea’s Heat Ducts. This system 

ensures that the heat travels to the far ends of your room, 

providing quiet and complete room heating. You can even duct 

some of the heat into the hallway to warm the bedroom end of 

the home. 

The DX1500 uses Escea’s latest Powered Direct Vent flue 

technology which allows both horizontal and vertical flue runs. 

In addition to the Escea Velo fascia the DX1500 offers a 

frameless option so a special focal point can be created with the 

imaginative use of wall materials.  

The DX1500 comes supplied with reflective side panels to mirror 

the flames dancing over the unique Crystalight fuel bed or wood 

pieces.

FASCIA OPTIONS: Velo, Frameless

FASCIA SIZE: (Velo) 1630 x 430

HEAT OUTPUT: 10.4 kW

ENERGY INPUT: (on high): 42 MJ/hr

STAR RATING: 4.3

FeATURes

4.3 STAR EFFICIENCY

SMART HEAT

HEAT DUCTING TECHNOLOGY

ZERO CLEARANCE

POWERED DIRECT VENT
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DOUBLe sIDeD  
see-ThROUGh OPTIOn 

The double sided DX1500 will create a 

great visual statement in not one, but 

two rooms.  This fireplace can also be 

used in a double sided island to create 

the perfect way to split a large room 

into smaller more intimate spaces. 

sInGLe sIDeD  
In WALL OPTIOn 

Not all of us need a double sided 

fireplace, and in its single sided 

variation the DX1500 still creates a 

strong focal point even in the largest 

of rooms. 

FRAMELESS (DX1500)

FRAMELESS SATIN BLACK VELO



Indoor 
Gas 
Fireplaces
Combine your favourite 

fascia and fuel bed 

with the most suitable 

fireplace for your home.

The DL850 gas fireplace is a perfect balance of high 

performance, 4.5 star efficiency and new generation 

control technology, coupled with the stunning 

beauty that is Escea.

DL850
HIGH EFFICIENCY FIREPLACES (GAS)

The DL850 points the direction for the future of gas fireplaces 

while at the same time following on from the highly regarded IB 

Series. While looking similar to the IB850 the DL850 is deceptive. 

Redesigned from the base up this fireplace out performs IB850 

in all areas. It is more efficient, has a higher heat output, and is 

quieter. Escea’s new generation Smart Heat controller coupled 

with Escea’s new Powered Vent Technology leaves you in control. 

With 9.2 kW of heat output and up to 4.5 Star efficiency this 

fireplace generates enough heat to quickly heat up the largest of 

rooms, making it perfect for the average sized home.

The DL850 uses Escea’s latest Powered Direct Vent flue 

technology which allows both horizontal and vertical flue runs. 

The DL850 flue can even run under the floor to create an island in 

the middle of your room.

The DL850 accepts a wide range of the Escea fascias and fuel 

beds allowing you to perfectly match your décor. It comes with 

a deflector screen which increases the contrast of the flames 

and virtually eliminates reflections. This wire mesh screen also 

offers additional protection, making it harder for young fingers or 

clothing to touch the hot glass.

FASCIA OPTIONS: Velo, Rado, Quadrato

FASCIA SIZE: (Velo) 1060 x 635

HEAT OUTPUT: 9.2 kW

ENERGY INPUT (on high): 38 MJ/hr

FeATURes

4.5 STAR EFFICIENCY

SMART HEAT

ZERO CLEARANCE

POWERED DIRECT VENT

WIRE MESH SCREEN
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In WALL InsTALLATIOn 

The size of DL850 makes it a popular 

option for a standard sized room.  

It looks great when located under the 

TV in the lounge, but your choice is 

wider than that. The fireplace allows 

flexibility in your décor. It can either 

sit out from the wall with a Velo or 

Quadrato fascia or can be recessed into 

the wall with the Rado front.

IsLAnD InsTALLATIOn 

Because the Powered Direct Vent on 

the DL850 allows the flue to be run 

under floor, there is the opportunity 

for a more creative installation such 

as placing this fireplace in an island in 

the middle of the room.

METALLIC SILVER VELO (DL850)

METALLIC SILVER 
RADO SATIN BLACK VELO



Indoor 
Gas 
Fireplaces
Combine your favourite 

fascia and fuel bed 

with the most suitable 

fireplace for your home.

Escea’s IB Series gas fireplaces combines significant 

heat for the largest of living areas with the great 

looks of Escea.

IBSeries
HIGH OUTPUT FIREPLACES (GAS)

The IB fireplaces are high heat output units capable of quickly heating a 

large area. Once a comfortable temperature has been reached the unit’s 

thermostat reduces the gas input to maintain your comfort. 

A wireless remote control allows you to turn your fireplace on or off, 

boost the fan speed or simply turn your fireplace on to the “flame effect” 

mode. The remote also functions as a timer which can be set to switch 

the fireplace on so you can wake up or come home to a warm house.

These powerful heat engines can be combined with a selection of 

three distinctively designed fascia styles: Velo, Rado or Quadrato. The 

Escea styled minimalistic fronts with their clean straight lines create a 

luxurious look. 

Both the IB1100 and IB850 come with a mesh screen which increases the 

contrast of the flames and provide additional protection from hot glass.

FeATURes

ZERO CLEARANCE 
FREE STANDING UNIT (IB850)

STANDARD FLUE
FLEXI FLUE

 IB1100 IB850

FASCIA OPTIONS Velo, Rado, Quadrato Velo, Rado, Quadrato

FASCIA SIZE (Velo) 1360 x 635 (Velo) 1060 x 635

HEAT OUTPUT 7.9 kW 7.5 kW

ENERGY INPUT (on high) 40 MJ/hr 40 MJ/hr

REMOTE CONTROL
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IB1100

The IB1100 is the widest of the IB Series 

fireplaces. Whether you have a big room, a big 

flat screen TV or just want to make a stunning 

visual statement, this is the fireplace for you. 

As well as the stunning appearance, it will 

definitely provide you with all the warmth you 

need on cold winter days.

METALLIC SILVER VELO (IB850)

IB850

The IB850, whilst narrower than the IB1100, is 

still a fireplace that offers a great wide-view 

flame area as well as enough heat to keep 

even the largest living areas toasty warm.  

The IB850 can be used as an in-wall fireplace 

or inside a Free Standing Unit (see page 34).

SATIN BLACK VELO

METALLIC SILVER QUADRATO



Outdoor 
Gas 
Fireplaces
Combine your favourite 

fascia and outdoor 

flame effect to build 

your personalised warm 

outdoor living area.

Just because it’s a little cool outside it doesn’t 

mean you have to stay indoors. Escea outdoor 

gas or wood fireplaces let you enjoy the open air 

whilst still staying warm.

eSeries
OUTDOOR FIREPLACES (GAS OR WOOD)

The Escea outdoor fireplaces create a dramatic centre point to 

any outdoor gathering, adding sophistication and ambience to 

any occasion. 

The EF5000 is a great looking gas fireplace designed for quick 

convenient heat at the push of a button. Whether you are 

planning on entertaining all night or are just wishing to unwind 

after a day at work, the EF5000 gas fireplace is ideal. 

If you prefer the sight, smell and crackling of an open wood 

fire, and love to cook outdoors then the EW5000 outdoor 

cooking fire is the one for you. For long life, Escea constructed 

its firebox of high quality 4mm thick steel. The EW5000 

requires a fully non-combustible structure such as masonry, 

stone, concrete or brickwork and also requires a standard flue.

FeATURes

ZERO CLEARANCE (only EF5000) 
KITSET ENCLOSURE

STANDARD FLUE 
(only EW5000)

 eF5000 eW5000

FASCIA OPTIONS Ferro, Verta Ferro, Frameless

FASCIA SIZE (Ferro) 1290 x 645 (Ferro) 1290 x 645

HEAT OUTPUT 14.5 kW Fuel dependent

ENERGY INPUT (on high) 52 MJ/hr NA

 WeATheR shIeLD

This optional shield protects your EF5000 

gas fireplace when not in use. Made from 

stainless steel, it simply sits over the top 

of the fuel bed and onto the back of the 

firebox to protect the gas burners from 

rain, wind and debris.

COOKInG PLATe

To allow you to enjoy 

BBQ cooking, the 

EW5000 features a 

cooking plate which 

can be placed at three 

different heights to 

regulate the heat. When 

not in use, the plate can 

be conveniently stored 

under the ash pan.



ZERO CLEARANCE (only EF5000) 
KITSET ENCLOSURE

STANDARD FLUE 
(only EW5000)
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eF5000 (GAS)

The innovative design of this fireplace 

means no flue is required. Because this 

gas fireplace is zero-clearance, it can be 

installed straight into any timber-framed 

external construction, suitable wall 

or masonry cavity. To protect the gas 

burners from rain, wind and debris an 

optional weather shield can be ordered.

eW5000 (WOOD)

The EW5000 outdoor wood fire can be 

installed with or without the Stainless 

Steel Ferro fascia. The fascia-less look 

gives a more traditional option and can 

be installed flush or recessed into your 

non-combustible fire surround.

For a long life, the firebox is 

constructed of high quality 4mm thick 

steel coated with heat resistant paint. 

STAINLESS STEEL FERRO (EW5000)

SATIN BLACK FERRO (EF5000)

FRAMELESS (EW5000)



High Tech
Features

This great new control system by 

Escea allows you to control your 

fireplace in ways previously never 

before available.   

Smart Heat

Escea’s unique Smart Heat system allows each 

fireplace to connect to the internet via either a 

cable or optional Wi-Fi module. You can then 

turn on your fireplace from any location via a 

secure web screen or through our iPhone or 

Android smart phone app. On cold nights you 

can turn your fireplace on as you begin the 

drive home so your house is warm and inviting 

on arrival. 

The Smart Heat system constantly monitors 

the temperature in the room and makes 

adjustments to the fireplace to ensure the 

room is kept at the exact temperature you 

have requested. It will automatically ramp the 

heat output and the room air fan up and down 

through an infinite range of speeds so the 

fan is never running too fast or too slow. This 

makes the fireplace extremely energy efficient 

and quiet.

AVAILABLE FOR 

DX1500

DL850

You have the option of downloading a free iPhone or 

Android application so your personal smart phone 

can instantly become your new fireplace remote 

controller. Now that’s smart!

The Escea Smart Heat controller which is standard 

for the D Series fireplaces is compatible with most 

home management systems.
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Escea’s unique Heat Ducting Technology pushes the 

fireplace’s warmth to the farthest reaches of a room, 

boosting the efficiency and heat output of the DX1500.

Heat Ducting Technology 

The ducts transport warm air through ceilings, walls 

and floors, circulating heat not just within the room, but 

throughout the house and even between levels. The main 

duct pipe runs from the fireplace either over the ceiling or 

under the floor, with the warm air released up to 12 metres 

away through ceiling, floor or wall outlets.   

The advanced technology automatically adjusts the heat 

output and speed of the inline fan so that the room remains 

at the constant temperature you desire. The system 

improves the air transfer within your home by heating the 

entire space evenly before recirculating room air back 

through the fireplace. Room air is not used for combustion 

at any point of time thanks to Escea’s Powered Direct Vent.

The heat duct system is so flexible that the fireplace can be 

placed almost anywhere, providing unlimited installation 

options.

AVAILABLE FOR

DX1500



Install 
Options
Escea develops products 

to make installation 

simple and allow you 

flexibility in choosing the 

location of your fireplace. 

Escea also constantly 

trains gas fitters around 

the country so they are 

familiar with models and 

all their technical details.

KITseT enCLOsURe 

Escea can provide a ready-to build 

enclosure for your outdoor fireplace. 

The Kitset Enclosure (KSE) consists 

of a ready-to-be-assembled steel 

frame skeleton and fastenings. Once 

assembled you can then cover the KSE 

with a non-combustible waterproof 

backing board and cladding of your 

choice. The assembled structure has 

the following dimensions: 1800w x 

1200h x 600d (mm).

AVAILABLE FOR 

EF5000

EW5000

Enclosures 

FRee sTAnDInG UnIT 

The Free Standing Unit (FSU) has 

been designed for rooms that do 

not lend themselves to an ‘in-wall’ 

fireplace. It is also ideal for houses 

with a large area of glass, that results 

in limited wall space.

This unit works with the standard 

IB850 fireplaces, and comes in a 

variety of powder coated finishes to 

suit any décor. The dimensions for 

FSU are: 1345w x 850h x 565d (mm)

AVAILABLE FOR 

IB850

AVAILABLE FOR 

All fireplaces except the EW5000

ZeRO CLeARAnCe 

All Escea fireplaces (except the 

EW5000) are rated zero clearance, 

so you will not need to build an 

expensive fire rated wall construction. 

You can install your Escea fireplace 

directly into a plasterboard timber 

framed cavity.

Thanks to this feature you can safely 

install a TV above all indoor Escea 

fireplaces.
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sTAnDARD FLUe 

Escea can provide solid natural draft 

flue systems. The IB Series flue system 

is based on a 100mm diameter inner 

liner and can be offset and extended 

in several different ways. It is suitable 

for installation in timber framed 

structures.

The flue for the EW5000 Outdoor 

Cooking Fire offers the same features 

but comes with a wider 250mm pipe.

FLeXI FLUe

The Escea flexi flue is designed to 

offer maximum flexibility for masonry 

installations. This is a useful solution 

when replacing your existing fireplace. 

Where a chimney requires a bend, the 

flexi flue is an excellent option.
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AVAILABLE FOR 

IB SERIES 

EW5000

AVAILABLE FOR 

DX1500

DL850

AVAILABLE FOR 

IB Series 

Flues 

POWeReD DIReCT VenT 

Escea’s Powered Direct Vent is a balanced flue that uses an externally 

mounted fan unit that is controlled by the fireplace’s Smart Heat control 

system. Two flexible pipes run from the fireplace to the fan unit; one removing 

spent combustion air from the fireplace, the other bringing in fresh air for 

combustion from the outside. 

For horizontal termination the external components are housed in a slim-line 

stainless cowl which presents a minimal visual profile.

This system is also available with a vertical termination option that allows for 

through the roof installation. 



  DX1500  DL850  IB1100  IB850  eF5000  eW5000
  Indoor Heat Engine (Gas) Indoor Heat Engine (Gas) Indoor Heat Engine (Gas) Indoor Heat Engine (Gas) Outdoor Heat Engine (Gas) Outdoor Cooking Fire (Wood)  
          

VELO FASCIA Finishes     Metallic Silver Stain Black Metallic Silver Stain Black   
(3 sided) Size (mm)     1360w x 600h x 38d  1060w x 600h x 38d    

VELO FASCIA Finishes   Metallic Silver Satin Black Metallic Silver Stain Black Metallic Silver Stain Black 
(4 sided) Size (mm)   1060w x 635h x 38d  1360w x 635h x 38d  1060w x 635h x 38d  

VELO FASCIA               Finishes Metallic Silver Satin Black          
(Single Framed)  Size (mm) 1630w x 430h x 38d           

RADO FASCIA Finishes   Metallic Silver Stain Black Metallic Silver Stain Black Metallic Silver Stain Black    
 Size (mm)   985w x 560h  1285w x 560h  985w x 560h     

QUADRATO FASCIA Finishes   Metallic Silver Stain Black Metallic Silver Stain Black Metallic Silver Stain Black    
 Size (mm)   1067w x 652h x 38d  1367w x 652h x 38d  1067w x 652h x 38d     

FRAMELESS Size (mm) 1562w x 362h           996w x 564h 

FERRO FASCIA Finishes         Satin Black Stainless Steel Stainless Steel 
 Size (mm)         1290w x 645h x 60d  1290w x 645h x 60d 

VERTA FASCIA Finishes         Black Granite Cream Travertine  
          User provided inserts  
 Size (mm)         1290w x 645h x 60d   

VIEWABLE GLASS / FLAME AREA (mm) 1500a x 300b  730a x 300b  1030a x 300b  730a x 300b  900a x 400b  900a x 400b 

FUEL BEDS  Crystalight Birch on Black Base Pebbles Crystalight Pebbles Logs Pebbles Logs Pebbles  User provided 
  Driftwood on White Base Wood (Logs, Birch, Driftwood)       Wood or Charcoal  

GAS TYPE  Natural Gas / Propane  Natural Gas / Propane   Natural Gas / Propane   Natural Gas / Propane   Natural Gas / Propane  NA 

HEAT OUTPUT *  10.4 kW  9.2 kW  7.9 kW  7.5 kW  14.5 kW  Fuel Dependant 

ENERGY INPUT  25 – 42 MJ/hr  15 – 38 MJ/hr  21 – 40 MJ/hr  15 – 40 MJ/hr  52 MJ/hr  NA 

STAR RATING   4.3   4.5  2.5  1.7  Not Rated  Not Rated 

HEAT DUCTING TECHNOLOGY YES  NA  NA  NA  NA  NA

WIRELESS REMOTE & THERMOSTAT YES  YES  YES  YES  NA  NA 

TIMER  YES  YES  YES  YES  NA  NA 

SMART HEAT   YES  YES  NA  NA  NA  NA 

REFLECTIVE PANELS  Included  Optional  Optional  Optional  NA  NA 

WIRE MESH SCREEN  NO  YES  YES  YES  NA  NA 

WEATHER SHIELD  NA  NA  NA  NA  Optional  NO 

FLUE OPTIONS  Powered Direct Vent   Powered Direct Vent   Standard Flue Flexi Flue Standard Flue Flexi Flue NA  Standard Flue    
  
CAVITY DIMENSIONS (mm) Varies on fascia types – Please refer to installation manual at www.escea.com/technical 

  (Frameless) 1900 x 800 x 450 (Velo, Quadrato) 965 x 560 x 560 (Velo, Quadrato) 1260 x 560 x 565 (Velo, Quadrato) 960 x 560 x 565 1010 x 585 x 330   1000 x 490 x 760 
  (See Through) 1900 x 800 x 381 (Rado) 965 x 585 x 590  (Rado) 1265 x 565 x 565  (Rado) 965 x 565 x 565        
     

ZERO CLEARANCE  YES  YES  YES  YES  YES  NO 

KITSET ENCLOSURE (mm)  NA  NA  NA  NA  1800w x 1200h x 600d 1800w x 1200h x 600d

FREE STANDING UNIT (mm) NA  NA  NA  1345w x 850h x 565d  NA  NA  
        (4 sided Velo fascia only)

*Depending on flue configuration

Facts and 
Figures
For additional details, 

technical data and manuals 

refer to the website.

www.escea.com
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  DX1500  DL850  IB1100  IB850  eF5000  eW5000
  Indoor Heat Engine (Gas) Indoor Heat Engine (Gas) Indoor Heat Engine (Gas) Indoor Heat Engine (Gas) Outdoor Heat Engine (Gas) Outdoor Cooking Fire (Wood)  
          

VELO FASCIA Finishes     Metallic Silver Stain Black Metallic Silver Stain Black   
(3 sided) Size (mm)     1360w x 600h x 38d  1060w x 600h x 38d    

VELO FASCIA Finishes   Metallic Silver Satin Black Metallic Silver Stain Black Metallic Silver Stain Black 
(4 sided) Size (mm)   1060w x 635h x 38d  1360w x 635h x 38d  1060w x 635h x 38d  

VELO FASCIA               Finishes Metallic Silver Satin Black          
(Single Framed)  Size (mm) 1630w x 430h x 38d           

RADO FASCIA Finishes   Metallic Silver Stain Black Metallic Silver Stain Black Metallic Silver Stain Black    
 Size (mm)   985w x 560h  1285w x 560h  985w x 560h     

QUADRATO FASCIA Finishes   Metallic Silver Stain Black Metallic Silver Stain Black Metallic Silver Stain Black    
 Size (mm)   1067w x 652h x 38d  1367w x 652h x 38d  1067w x 652h x 38d     

FRAMELESS Size (mm) 1562w x 362h           996w x 564h 

FERRO FASCIA Finishes         Satin Black Stainless Steel Stainless Steel 
 Size (mm)         1290w x 645h x 60d  1290w x 645h x 60d 

VERTA FASCIA Finishes         Black Granite Cream Travertine  
          User provided inserts  
 Size (mm)         1290w x 645h x 60d   

VIEWABLE GLASS / FLAME AREA (mm) 1500a x 300b  730a x 300b  1030a x 300b  730a x 300b  900a x 400b  900a x 400b 

FUEL BEDS  Crystalight Birch on Black Base Pebbles Crystalight Pebbles Logs Pebbles Logs Pebbles  User provided 
  Driftwood on White Base Wood (Logs, Birch, Driftwood)       Wood or Charcoal  

GAS TYPE  Natural Gas / Propane  Natural Gas / Propane   Natural Gas / Propane   Natural Gas / Propane   Natural Gas / Propane  NA 

HEAT OUTPUT *  10.4 kW  9.2 kW  7.9 kW  7.5 kW  14.5 kW  Fuel Dependant 

ENERGY INPUT  25 – 42 MJ/hr  15 – 38 MJ/hr  21 – 40 MJ/hr  15 – 40 MJ/hr  52 MJ/hr  NA 

STAR RATING   4.3   4.5  2.5  1.7  Not Rated  Not Rated 

HEAT DUCTING TECHNOLOGY YES  NA  NA  NA  NA  NA

WIRELESS REMOTE & THERMOSTAT YES  YES  YES  YES  NA  NA 

TIMER  YES  YES  YES  YES  NA  NA 

SMART HEAT   YES  YES  NA  NA  NA  NA 

REFLECTIVE PANELS  Included  Optional  Optional  Optional  NA  NA 

WIRE MESH SCREEN  NO  YES  YES  YES  NA  NA 

WEATHER SHIELD  NA  NA  NA  NA  Optional  NO 

FLUE OPTIONS  Powered Direct Vent   Powered Direct Vent   Standard Flue Flexi Flue Standard Flue Flexi Flue NA  Standard Flue    
  
CAVITY DIMENSIONS (mm) Varies on fascia types – Please refer to installation manual at www.escea.com/technical 

  (Frameless) 1900 x 800 x 450 (Velo, Quadrato) 965 x 560 x 560 (Velo, Quadrato) 1260 x 560 x 565 (Velo, Quadrato) 960 x 560 x 565 1010 x 585 x 330   1000 x 490 x 760 
  (See Through) 1900 x 800 x 381 (Rado) 965 x 585 x 590  (Rado) 1265 x 565 x 565  (Rado) 965 x 565 x 565        
     

ZERO CLEARANCE  YES  YES  YES  YES  YES  NO 

KITSET ENCLOSURE (mm)  NA  NA  NA  NA  1800w x 1200h x 600d 1800w x 1200h x 600d

FREE STANDING UNIT (mm) NA  NA  NA  1345w x 850h x 565d  NA  NA  
        (4 sided Velo fascia only)
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